
SAFER NEIGHBOURHOOD BOARD (SNB) MEETING    
 

THE SALON ROOM, YORK HOUSE, RICHMOND ROAD TWICKENHAM 
 

  29 JANUARY 2019 AT 7.00PM 
         

M I N U T E S  
 

SNB MEMBERS ATTENDING REPRESENTING 

 PK Peter Kirkham Chair - LGBT   

WKP Wendy Kyrle-Pope Advisor & LCP2 – Vice Chair 

CA Carole Atkinson MBE Stop & Search & Hampton Hill Residents Assoc – Vice Chair 

JTE John T Evans Chair Whitton & Heathfield PLG 

DL David Loftus MBE Kneller Hall / Disabled Persons Rep 

AL  Anthony Lindsay NHW Whitton 

JMT Jan Marriott Older Peoples Forum 

LJ Cllr Liz Jaeger Cabinet Member for Community Safety 

JM John Murray NHW Hamptons 

LJ Les Jackson Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults 

AJ Anne Johnstone Chair Mortlake & Barnes PLG, Met Volunteer 

MB Mike Brownlee CBE NHW Representative and Coordinator, Richmond 

AC Cllr A Coelho Business 

PM Pam McMillen SNB Minutes Secretary 

  

  

SNB MEMBER APOLOGIES REPRESENTING 

CO Charles Owens  South Twickenham NHW  

PG Phil Garside Whitton 

LT Laura Turner Mencap 

LP Lesley Pollesche Advisor Community 

MS Martin Sands Hampton Wick / Teddington Community 

PBS Peter Burrows-Smith Treasurer & Royal Parks Link 

PG Phil Greasley Victim Support 

JB John Bell Advisor Twickenham 

RA Ravi Avora EMAG 

 

POLICE ATTENDING REPRESENTING 

SR Simon Ross MPS   

TB Tony Bennett BTP 

 RA Rob Applegarth MPS 

 

COUNCILLORS ATTENDING REPRESENTING 

    

 

ORGANISATIONS / PUBLIC REPRESENTING 

MAC Mac McInerny Heatham Alliance 

Christina Gore Teddington & Hampton Wick PLG 

 Iain Innes Burgess Hampton Wick Association 

  

APOLOGIES  REPRESENTING 

Robyn Thomas Community Safety for both Richmond and Wandsworth 

 Philip Morgan PLG Chair  

 
    

1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 
Peter Kirkham (PK) welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were noted. 
PK introduced Les Jackson who has been invited onto the SNB, representing Safeguarding Adults. 
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2. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING (30.10.18) 
These were approved as being a true record and will be placed on the council website.   
  
3.  MATTERS ARISING not covered by the agenda 
  

• Breakdown of response times for 999 calls – MPS 
This was done for a Merton SNB but it is too time consuming. However response times are 
improving and when missed are frequently one or two minutes more than the 15 target. 

 

• LP to request Cllr Roberts to talk on cycling to SNB. 
Has this been done – not urgent. (As LP was not at the meeting to update, it will be carried 
over) 

 

• MPS crime figures to be circulated with agenda. 
Sent out before the meeting 

 

• Reporting ASB online 
Use the web site https://www.met.police.uk/ and click on reporting ASB 

 
 
4. PRESENTATION BY MPS  

PI Simon Ross presented figures for December 2016 – 18 with the opportunity for police to 

mention any high profile cases before going into the statistic details. 

 

Key points from the MPS presentation: (please see presentation sent out) 

MOPAC Data 

 

Slight drop in figures for burglary, police are now targeting areas in darker nights. Had been a 

spike in Ham, Petersham area but several suspects have been arrested by Trident which has seen 

a drop. (AL asked, on the graph on the presentation, what is the straight line? SR it is the mean 

line) 

 

Violence against the person: slight increase in figures.  In light of this, MPS put on additional 

patrols in town centres over December period; this seems to have had a beneficial effect. 

 

Robbery: Biggest increase, up 53%. There was an increase over summer, but numbers are still 

low. There was a recent robbery spike in Richmond area. The spike has dropped by targeting 

areas with increased patrols over December. Work continuing to focus on the Richmond Town 

Centre to identify suspects and deter from area.  

Increase in robberies around Kneller Gardens, offender has been arrested so hope that should 

address the issue. Want to make the area hostile to offenders, a deterrent. 

 

Vehicle crime: slightly down, lots of crime prevention advice helps. More patrols out in December 

had an effect. 

 

Knife crime resulting in injury: over last 12 months 27 offences, two per month, only seven relate to 

robbery. Rest are nights out, people drinking. Injury varies as small to significant. 

AL asked is there data on what sort of knives are used? SR said no. AL said can we restrict 

knives? SR said it is a weapon of easy use.  

 

https://www.met.police.uk/
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Overall sanctioned detections: numbers have reduced, this is an issue. MPS are implementing 

process to improve this, have created a special robbery and burglary team to work on this. RA said 

MPS are prioritising robbery over burglary. SR said there is early evidence this is working.   

Detections range from charge, which is either police or goes to CPS who decide whether to 

proceed, down to penalty notices and community resolutions. 

 

ASB: Richmond is 31out of 32 boroughs in closed ASB incidents, 25th in repeated ongoing 

incidents, 9th in relation to outstanding incidents. AL asked do we assess ASB here in the same 

manner as say Lambeth? SR said yes, the same pro-forma is used across the Met. 

There are 127 open incidents of ASB across Richmond – eg neighbour, noise, dog disputes.  

PK asked for a snap shot of open ASB incidents to be given to the SNB meeting every few months 

please.  ACTION MPS 

 

Satisfaction with police actions 

Figures have dropped from last period of assessment. Move to BCU caused instability, things are 

now more stable. Figures are from anyone who has had contact with police, MOPAC surveys 

people to get these figures. AL asked does feedback from comments and concerns go anywhere? 

SR said yes, lessons are learned from feedback. 

 

Public Confidence and Satisfaction (Victim satisfaction – figures are over a quarter period) 

Overall satisfaction about the same, actions: slight fall, now same officer is the contact point, 

improves communication and satisfaction; follow up: still needs to improve; treatment is relatively 

high, clear communication and police took the matter seriously. If you are a victim of crime, officers 

will take what you are saying seriously – 91%. 

 

Public perception (figures for September) 

Similar figures to last time, still problem of ‘knows how to contact their local ward officer’.  

SR said that in Richmond, police are going to allow wards to use a mobile number, also each team 

will send out a monthly newsletter to the NHW Coordinators and PLG chairs. It will include some 

crime figures, have police contact information and upcoming contact sessions.  

 

JM wants to do another information sheet for next meeting. As the information goes out, police 
hope the ‘knows how to contact their local ward officer’ figures will increase.  
(Request after meeting from John Murray: please can comments/requests be sent to me about the 
improvement of the document "How to contact the Police" which has been sent out by each ward 
recently, after adaption to their local situation). 
 

JTE said he had agreed at previous meetings to help promoting ward contact meetings, however 

he has not had any information; also Cllr LJ had asked for the information and not received 

anything. ACTION MPS 

  

Satisfaction  

Slight decline over two years, the interesting figure will be next year with the change to BCU having 

fed in.  

Does question of response time get included in these figures? SR yes it does. RA said initial 

response time has been high, but follow up is lower, need to get this right. Officers dealing with it 

will now keep the contact with the victim, and aim to keep a good update and give realistic 

expectations.  
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JMT made the point that older victims worry if they do not get a quick response that is their 

expectation, important the first contact. RA agreed that that is an area that police are trying to work 

on. SR said it is important that police manage expectations from the start. 

 

AL said the police have an obligation to perform; police do not always feel loved by public; are 

officers given targets to achieve on this, a pragmatic approach? RA said this is an important 

question as there are often huge levels of conflicting things for response officers. It is a big 

challenge, lots of pressure on police, so no targets. In this borough police do get appreciation and 

thanks from the public. 

 

PK asked do police take email addresses of victims to follow up with them? SR said it has been a 

‘cultural’ thing re giving out police emails, so it is a constant topic being worked on. 

WKP asked would it help when police contact a victim, that they have a guide to give to them?  

PK said it is not realistic for officers to carry it round, but would be useful to have on a website.  

RA agreed it is not realistic for officers to carry, but important for officers to communicate. If crime 

is screened in or screened out, this is a big challenge for satisfaction results so what information 

can be communicated is important. 

 

JTE said he is appalled by amount of negative coverage about police on sites such as Next Door, 

sees it as job as a PLG Chair to improve relations. RA said he had a recent meeting re 

communication, about the best way to flow information, give crime prevention advice. Police are 

not connected into local means of communication well enough. 

 

WKP said that 99% of time support police, but occasionally there is something to pick up. 

 

Stop and Search 

Total searches 1042 a 25% drop Richmond since last period. 34.2% resulted in a positive 

outcome. 

 

RA said an increase in S&S figures is moving in right direction. PK said every S&S must be 

justified. SR said the Met are giving officers trust to use powers appropriately and proportionately. 

RA aid figures are still too low, but positive outcome rates around 30%. 

 

Primarily white males, 15 – 19 yrs in Richmond. AL asked are the white figures broken down? SR 

said no the white figures are defined into three standard categories eg White British; white Irish etc. 

 

S&S is primarily for drugs; going equipped; stolen property; weapons. PK asked do these figures 

include people resisting arrest? Data does not include these figures. 

 

CA said the next S&S meeting is on 8 February; SR is now responsible for S&S. CA and WKP will 

look at body worn video before the meeting. CA will send minutes out after the meeting.  

ACTION CA 

 

Cllr LJ asked are we still the safest borough for violent crime? CA yes we are. Cllr LJ said the 

annual figures are out but when will we know the actual numbers not the percentages? PK said he 

will have a look for the figures. ACTION PK and CA 

 

AL re S&S, the drug figures go up; does this relate to pop concerts taking place, so a spike in June 

and July? RA said he has spoken to a rugby contact and lots of follow up preventative work is 
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done. Local PS McLoughlin liaises with RFU, lot of follow up. SR said that at any large event, there 

is still a police team put out to deal with community issues. 

 

Response times across BCU 

Work has been done to address work on the West side, I grade calls in December hit 76.6% so an 

improvement but still working on this. S grade calls were 60% in Nov, 69% in December. 

 

5. OTHER CRIME DATA - BTP & ROYAL PARKS 

TB gave a summary of the report for BTP.   

Overall crime numbers have reduced at LBRUT stations by 19% but three of the 15 stations have 

seen an increase in figures this year; Kew +4, Fulwell +3, and Whitton +2. Currently have six 

officers, should have ten, so they are very busy. 

 

Crime groups: increase in violence +8, four of those at Whitton; shoplifting/burglary +4; theft +1; 

bylaw crimes +4. All the other nine crimes are either down or the same. 

  

WKP asked has begging gone down? Yes on trains it has, but still occurring at stations. The text 

and freephone numbers to report issues on trains are very busy. The announcements made on 

trains re using the numbers, have been successful, people find it is safe to text.  

Text 61016 / freephone 0800 405040 / email first_contact@btp.pnn.police.uk 

  
6. PRIORITY SETTING 
This was agreed as: 
Motor vehicle crime 
Burglary 
Vulnerable victims 
Robbery (replacing ASB for next three months) 
 
There was discussion about the priority setting. RA said there is a hierarchy of priorities: MOPAC 
set priorities, then there are Met wide priorities, then Borough priorities and then ward ones. RA is 
still to have a conversation with Robyn Thomas. The push on moped crime has been successful; 
burglary stays on. 
 
MOPAC have requested that it would be useful to have a SNB and PLG view on this; groups are to 
choose two main crimes and feed it back. 
PK said not sure how the priorities are set up, there is a national one, MOPAC ones, Borough 
priorities, SNB, PLGs: not sure how they fit together. RA said there is some work going on with PLGs; 
police go in with a menu of options for the ward and Borough and ASB; a consistent cross focus for 
teams. Taking time to do centrally, so possibly looking to pilot this. 
 
PK said to sum up it would be useful to have the priorities from the PLGs and then express them at 
the SNB. JTE said he would not want to have Robbery listed as a local priority. PK said no it would 
be a Borough priority.  
Cllr LJ said she would be interested in how these would change. How can you tell South Richmond 
robbery is not a problem when it has had a big increase? Need to be able to recognise these 
concerns. RA said Borough priorities have to reflect this; so robbery volumes are reducing, and it 
cannot be all about volume; there is an inherent risk of harm from robbery. 
 
WKP re robbery, as there is heightened awareness of it, put it in for next 3 months. 
JTE said the violence against person is a much higher figure, why is this not a priority? PK said the 
police can flex resources to target an area to deal with this. 
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PK asked the meeting to vote on whether robbery should go onto Priority setting for next quarter, 
replacing ASB, then to vote on who thinks ASB should stay? As it was even figures, PK used his 
casting vote as follows: 
ASB is to be dropped for three months, and robbery to go on, with review next SNB. ACTION MPS 
 
RA gave a short update on the recent Kew stabbing; the victim will make a full recovery and the 
investigation is ongoing by CID. 
 
BOARD IN ADJOURNMENT 
 
7. PUBLIC QUESTIONS TO THE BOARD 
  
A resident found a key on the pavement recently and took it to the police station. The police 
refused to take it saying there was no name on the key, they suggested he take it back and leave it 
on the pavement where found. He was not happy with how this was handled and expressed this at 
the meeting. 
PK said this is now the national policing policy; Met are no longer dealing with lost property; 
stations will take some specific items; and there is now a privately run lost property service.  
CA said this is one area, where Next Door works well, as lost keys are reported and can be 
returned to owners. Things lost on public transport still go to lost property. 
SR said other police services stopped this years ago, Met has only recently done this due to the 
huge amount of work to handle this. Now police stations clearly state they will not take lost 
property, apart from certain items. 
 
The Metropolitan Police policy on lost and found property can be found on their website 
here:  https://www.met.police.uk/ro/report/lp/lost-or-found-property/ 
 
Resident asked about knives. Police said all knives are prohibited from being carried in public 
places without reasonable excuse with exception of folding pocket knives, with blades of less than 
3”, which can be carried regardless (but which may become an offensive weapon if carried with 
intent to injure a person). 
 
Mac showed the meeting a photo of rugby fans urinating on a public path before a game. ASB in 
North Twickenham is a priority; can the SNB have special priority categories for wards? PK said 
this is a local priority, so the local ward team will deal with this. SR said SNB priorities will not 
impact on ward priorities. 
 
Cllr Coehlo asked who enforces PSPOs?  Council do. RA said there is expectation on the police 
but it is not always the police, some occasions where specific powers have discretion to be used. 
  
BOARD RECONVENES 
 
8. Police Liason Groups - PLGs 
CA said we have 18 PLGs, a couple of them have vacancies for Chairs. CA is to write out to all the 
PLG chairs, and to ask them if they are in agreement to circulate each other details. Also to write to 
departing Chairs to thank them. ACTION CA 
  
 
9. SNB MEMBERSHIP 
Welcome to Les Jackson who has just been awarded the Queen’s Police Medal. He joins SNB for 
Safeguarding. Also welcome to Cllr A Coelho who joins for Business. 
Representatives for Education, Faith groups and Youth are still needed. PK is trying to find some 
contacts. Sarah Reid from Achieving for Children has been approached as Education/ Youth 
Services.  
 
CA is compiling a current list of members for circulation. 
 

https://www.met.police.uk/ro/report/lp/lost-or-found-property/
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10. FUNDING REPORT 
PBS is at a funding meeting tonight so PK read out a summary from him: 

• PBS hopes to hear about next year’s MOPAC funding tomorrow.  

• Surplus of 7k, to be used.  

• Any requests from Met let SNB know.  

• Please contact PBS for any projects to do with crime reduction, prevention, and community 
engagement. 

  
Note: Each ward can have £200 to be used to advertise the PLGs – Chairs will be provided with full 
details shortly. 
 
11. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
AL raised the issue of whether the SNB has any ability to direct a councillor, Heads of a 
Committee, or even a Council Officer to present themselves to the SNB to explain their decisions 
or actions. Re a report which the RTT ran some weeks ago before Christmas that the ‘planners’ 
had agreed an application (from I recall a MacDonald’s) to either extend opening hours or 
something similar, against the background that the local police had objected on the grounds of the 
increased incidence of criminality.  SNB do not have this power. 
  
Is Cressida Dick actively engaged in contingency planning for Brexit – 1:20000 possibility of public 
order disturbances. RA said yes, the Met are in preparation re public order, and information sharing, 
European arrest warrants. Key bit is the link in between council and police 
 
M Brownlee wanted to express his thanks to North Twickenham SNT 
 
WKP and JB wrote to Met to express sorrow and dismay about the recent Amelie film. They have 
had a reply; the programme was not endorsed by MPS or serving officers. Program based on a book 
by the officer at the time. 
 
PK – LCP2 self evident has been binned. 
PK – Metropolitan Police consultation soon on PLGs 
PK – CCTV system in borough is out for tender. 
PK – showed the meeting a book about bullying, written for 7 – 9yr olds 
PK – Lincoln Ave there have been have been several sighting of people wandering around at night 
trying  car doors etc – spread the word. 
 
Cllr AC asked is there an increase in keyless crime theft of cars? RA thinks the figure is decreasing, 
there was a spate of high end car thefts, but it has dropped off. Police are watching. 
PK said lower spec cars are now being affected as the new keyless technology spreads to them; 
drivers can buy and use the faraday cage to protect keys. 
 
Les Jackson thanked everyone for welcoming him to the SNB and said he will be working helping 
elderly and vulnerable. 
 
DL announced the forthcoming Hate Crime Event for 12 -18 years on 20 Feb 2019. Details are to be 
circulated. 
 

12. DATE OF NEXT MEETINGS 2019 
  
Tuesday April 23 
Tuesday July 30 
Tuesday October 29 
Time: 7.00pm (refreshments from 6.45pm)  
Venue: York House, London Road, Twickenham.  
 
The Meeting closed at 9.10pm 
 


